F2M Alerts App
On-the-go SIM Management.
Configure
v
Alerts. Instant Notifications.
Our F2M Alerts App gives you
even more freedom than our
FreedoM-2-Manage platform,
enabling you to control your
SIM base from wherever you
are. Just as with the desktop
version, the F2M App allows
you to suspend and activate
individual SIMs, configure
limits for credit usage, and
receive push notifications
directly to your device when
they have been reached.
You can send system SMS
messages to your device to
communicate without data,
purge SIMs from the network

to refresh the connection or
solve a connectivity issue, and
raise a support request 24/7
with our specialist support
team. The F2M Alerts App
has been developed with all
M2M applications in mind,
allowing customers with
multiple packages (eg. Single
network, Multi-IMSI and
RPMA) to consolidate their
device communications, and
gain insight and control over
individual SIMs, perfect for
resellers or remote
monitoring applications.

Customer Benefits

The efficient and intuitive platform interface is designed
to streamline your account management on the move,
with one click access to all SIM information.

Access your FreedoM-2-Manage account wherever you are,
with push notifications sent directly to your phone when
preset limits have been reached.

Communicate with your SIMs even when they do not have a
data connection, with the option to send a system SMS to
your device.

Carry the support of M2M specialists with over 15 years of
experience with you, by assigning support requests directly
from your mobile device.
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Remotely Control
your F2M account, giving you authority
over your SIM base even when in the
field.

Set Credit Limits
for individual SIMs, suspend and activate SIMs, and
receive push notifications for the most convenient
account access possible.

Troubleshoot SIMs
with the ability to send system SMS messages
independent of data connection, and purge SIMs
from the network in case of connectivity issues.

Receive Personalized Support
from our team of M2M experts who have in depth
knowledge of your application’s requirements, 24 hours a
day, directly from your mobile device.
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Not what you were looking for?
FreedoM-2-Manage, our SIM and account management platform, gives
you even more insight into your SIMs, with Analytics and Diagnostics added

recently. FreedoM-2-Manage is also available as a Whitelabel solution,
allowing you to offer connectivity as part of your solution and ‘own’ the
customer from SIM to server.

UK: +44 (0)1223 850 900
www.podm2m.com
sales@podgroup.com

Spain: +34 954 050 200
USA: +1 415 7070 500
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